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What's Inside
Fishing Tips; Fall and Winter Inshore Fishing: The When, Where, How, and
Why's with William Ragulsky, Johnson Outdoors and YakAttack Pro Staff
Fishing Reports;
- Little Creek: Speckled Trout, Puppy Drum, Rockfish
- Lynnhaven: Speckled Trout
- James River: Rockfish, Blue Catfish
- Elizabeth River: Speckled Trout
- Offshore: Golden Tilefish, Black Belly RoseFish, Hake, Flounder, Sea Bass,
Bluefish
- Inshore/Bay Wrecks: Black Sea Bass, Puppy Drum, Tautog, Black Drum, False
Albacore, Almaco Jack, Bluefish, Triggerfish, Pinfish

Leadership Notes...
Fellow Norfolk Anglers,
Over the past few years our local angler
clubs and businesses have contributed
generously to the Marine Corps
Toys-for-Tots campaign through toy
donations and contributions. This year has
been difficult for many and I'd like you to
help make the holidays better for many of
the children in Hampton Roads by donating
to the program through a link Sea Tow Hampton Roads has created on their
FaceBook page or use the QR code below. All donations remain local and
benefit the children in our area. So please visit the Sea Tow Hampton Roads
FB Page and give generously.
With 76% of the goal met for this year's Holiday Toy Drive and only a short
while remaining, I ask that each of our members consider making a donation
to the Toys-For-Tots campaign. For every dollar donated 97% goes toward
the children in our community and 100% of your donation is tax deductable.
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Our next Club meeting is scheduled for December 14 will be a video
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Important:
November NAC Meeting will
be on Zoom *December 14*
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****Virginia Saltwater Tournament (Saltwater) or
Department of Game and Inland Fisheries
(Freshwater) Citation paperwork or the Norfolk
Anglers Club Prize Fish entry form may be submitted
to James "Ike" Eisenhower at the regular meetings or
send via email to NorfolkAnglersClub@gmail.com

5 Spots, 19.5", Aug 12, Dr Ike

Congratulations, to Bob Stuhlman and Ned
Smith for their winning Redfish "Spots"
Tournament entries. Bob's 9 Spot and Ned's 7
Spot fish took 1st and 2nd Place, respectively.
9 Spots, 22.5", Oct 1, Bob Stuhlman

1st

1 Spot, 16.0", Aug 25, Alex Perez, Sr

2nd
2 Spots, 16.75", Aug 25, Alex Perez, Sr

7 Spots, 12.0", Sep 7, Ned Smith

2 Spots, 11.5", Aug 7, Will Bransom
3 Spots, 21.0", Aug 3, Dr Ike

1 Spot, 12.0", Aug 7, Will Bransom

1 Spots, 0.0", Jun 28, Bert Sainz
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Fall and Winter Inshore Fishing: The When, Where, How,
and Why's

with William Ragulsky, Johnson Outdoors and YakAttack Pro Staff
Fall and Winter offer some of the best fishing opportunities in our area.
Mid-September water temperatures around 60 degrees is a good time to
target Red and Black Drum, Sheepshead, Gray Triggerfish, Tautog, and
Speckled Trout. As the days get shorter, prey begins to migrate and fish
actively feed in preparation for the cold and their own migration.
Movement of bait fish and your target species can be fairly predictable and
with a little bit of planning and preparation you can maximize your time on
and off the water.
There's a number of factors to consider when planning a fishing trip. Tides
and Currents, Weather, Time of Day, and Water Temperatures are to name
a few. Of these, Tides and Current are the primary factors to take into
consideration. Water levels will help you determine where you're going to
fish. Tides are the rise and fall of the water level and vary in height and time wherever you are. Currents are the
horizontal movement of the water and can be driven by bottom contours, wind, tidal flow or a combination of all
these factors. Knowing how an area is influenced by both tide and current is valuable local knowledge. William
Ragulsky recommends looking for areas of "slicks" or eddies, both of these areas indicate feeding activity or where
bait fish might be concentrating in the slower water. When it comes to a tide
preference, William Ragulsky favors the falling or dead low tide. He explains,
whether you're fishing from a boat or kayak, wading, or shore fishing, the tail
end of the falling (ebb) tide is washing bait fish toward deeper water, creating
eddies, and staging the bait in certain areas. Those areas are where you're
going to find the predatory fish looking to feed on an easy meal.
For weather information, William uses local weather forecasts to track
approaching cold fronts and changes in the barometric pressure. He shared,
fishing just prior or immediately after a cold front has always been more
productive for him. He cautioned, that it's not really about the cold temperature
associated with the front as it is about the dropping atmospheric pressure. The
falling barometric pressure signals the fish it's time to focus on feeding. He added, rising barometric pressure has
always been the least productive time during the fall/winter.
The time of day is another consideration and much like weather conditions, as the day gets shorter and water
cools, time of day becomes increasingly more important. William Ragulsky tends to not fish as much during the
first half of the day in the cooler months. He wants the solar radiation to warm the water, in ideal conditions an
incoming tide would flood over a flat during the afternoon and warm the water. Fishing the edge of that flat as the
warmed water drains away is carrying the bait fish toward the deeper water and awaiting predatory fish. Using
this tactic has been very successful, even when fishing after dark. William recommends to take all precautions
while fishing at night, including always wearing a PFD, keeping your boat/kayak lit with regulation lighting, and
maintaining a sharp lookout for other vessels.
The last factor William Ragulsky expands on is Water Temperature. Though already discussed somewhat with
regard to time of day and solar radiant heating, his point on water temperature is focused on the average daily
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temperature range and not daily spikes. Water temperature
is important to an anglers because it's where you're going
to find the bait. Where there's bait, you're going to find
predatory fish, like speckled trout, red drum, rockfish.
Predatory activity is tied to temperature ranges and
understanding what species prefer is important in targeting
them. William prefers water temperatures in the
55-68 degree range for speckled trout, 55-75 degrees for red
drum, and 50-66 degrees for rockfish. He cautions that this
is not an absolute range of temperatures that you can or
cannot catch fish. He adds, that he's caught rockfish and
speckled trout in water as low as 40 degrees and red drum
as low as 46 degrees. Understanding how a species feeds
within a temperature range lends to how you present your
lure. When fishing outside of the optimal temp range,
specifically on the colder side, anglers should tend to fish
Image courtesy of Rutgers University
larger baits very slowly. In cooler water fish are looking to
fatten up and not spend a lot of energy chasing a meal. Presenting a larger slow swimming lure makes for an
irresistible and easy meal for a predatory fish.
Where to fish? It's sometimes heard on a fishing trip "Dont leave fish to find
fish." William suggests if you've got a few fish in the class you want and know
there's bait fish around, don't be reluctant to try multiple presentations and
lures to dial in on what the fish prefer. To locate "fishable" areas, look for
bottom contour transitions, grass & riprap shorelines, submerged grass beds
and underwater structure, sand & soft bottoms. Changes in the bottom
makeup, however small, are enough of a change to hold predatory fish.
Navigation plotters and software, like the Navionics image (left), are good to
identify areas anglers should check out. In the image you can see a number of
stepped 4-5 ft transitions from the shore to deeper water. Predatory fish will
often remain in deeper water when it's cold to avoid quick water temperature
changes. Anglers can see the results of sudden water temperature change,
often called "cold stun events", when the fish become lethargic or float on the
surface.
Image courtesy of Navioncs

Using a navigation software is a
good first step in locating areas to
explore. William recommends also
using imagery mapping, like
Google Maps, to review satellite
images of an area. Depending on
the quality of the images, you
should be able to locate the
shallow water, grass beds,
obstructions that are visible at low
tide, sand bars, and a general idea
of how water flows around the
area. All of these are valuable bits
of information in scouting out a
fishing area.
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Image courtesy of Google Maps
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The "How" and Lures...When fishing a passing cold front the retrieve should be painfully slow. Remember, in the
late fall the predatory fish are looking to fatten up for the winter and/or migration. They're looking for easy prey and
not to expend a lot of needed energy chasing food. Anglers may want to try differing retrieval speeds to determine
what entices the bite however, in cold water, start slow! In clod water, William prefers presenting larger baits as
they represent a nice big easy meal. If the larger baits aren't working it may be time to switch tactics and go small.
Trying working small (1/8oz) Crappie jigs, paddle tails, tube jigs, all on
MirrOlureü Paul Brown Lures
lightweight line. There's a wide assortment of styles, colors, and sizes of hard
and soft baits on the market. The choices seem endless so anglers should
"Fat Boy" select a lure and learn how to work it in various conditions.

"Original"

One of William's favored lures is the Paul Brown "Fat Boy" or "Corky" lure.
It's produced by MirrOlure, weighted to 7/8 ounce and is 3 1/2" long. It's got a
soft body and double treble hooks. He likes the All Purple (#54) color and
shares that it works very well in all conditions and locations. Also shown (left) is
the Paul Brown "Original", also a soft body lure weighted at 3/4 ounce and
3 5/8" in length. It's slimmer than the "Fat Boy", the Black/Gold/Orange color
(09) is shown.

Along with the Paul Brown series of lures MirrOlureü has a vast
selection of hard baits. Selections include lures for top water,
suspending, and sinking applications. Favored by many anglers is
the 17MR series of hard bait. It's small, measuring at 2 5/8" long
17MR-BKPKPKTG
and weighing 3/8 oz. The 17MR is designed to suspending in the
water column 0-24+ inches. The 18MR "Heavy Dineþ" series
is the same size as the 17MR but weighted a little bit heavier at
7/16 oz. Both the 17MR and 18MR are pictured right. Favored
17MR-808
colors for darker waters, like the Elizabeth River is the Black,
Orange and Silver body (#808). Next up in size is the 27MR, at
3 1/8" and 9/16 oz. It too is designed to suspend 0-24." William
shared another one of MirrOlure'sü suspending wide-body produces
is the S25MR Catch 5þ. It features a large holographic flash and
suspends at 12-18". Weighted at 3/4 oz the Catch 5þ lure can
C18MR MGCP
be cast a "Country Mile", as William describes. MirrOlureü
produces many other great lures. When you find a color combination you prefer it's easy to get other lures in that
color combination, just remember to the color code on the package.
A new soft lure on the market is The Slick by Pure
Flats. Its a soft plastic, non-weighted, slow sinking
jerk bait for shallow water, flats, bays, grass beds and
any other application where you want a slow sinking
bait. It's a single hook weedless lure rigged with a
extra wide gap hook, such as the Owner Beast Hook. The Owner Beast
Hooks have a TwistLOCK® Centering-Pin Spring (CPS) designed to be
screwed into the center front of the soft plastic body. The wide gap hook is
then positioned up through the divided body cavity and positioned atop the
lure. For a true weedless rigging the hook point can be aligned along the
top of the body or angled down and slightly imbedded in the plastic. The
hook point can also be exposed if that presentation is desired. See both
rigging options in the photo (left).
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Another weedless lure option is the D.O.A. C.A.L. Series lure,
(Photo left). It's a 5 inch long, soft plastic lure with a vertical tail
and a wide body slotted bottom. Anglers can rig this lure with a
long shank jig head or one
of the extra wide gap
hooks. Using a weighted
wide gap hook is the
anglers choice.
Whether selecting the
D.O.A or the Pure Flats
lures they are perfect for
targeting speckled trout and puppy drum in the grass beds and oyster bars. Unlike treble hooks that can snag grass
and oyster beds, when rigged as a weedless lure these will minimize hang ups and lost rigs. D.O.A also has a line of
Paddle - Curl Tails, Shad Tails, and Jerk Baits.

Popping corks are a great option when you're fishing over
structure, including grass flats and oyster beds. William
cautions about getting too
hung up on the leader length.
The leader can be any length
you desire for the depth you're
fishing. You want to keep the
bait off the bottom. The
momentary twitch of the rod
causes the cork's rattles to sound off and
combined with the surface ripples draws
attention to your bait. Fish will be drawn
toward the commotion of the popping cork
and discover your bait. Baits are commonly
artificial shrimp or jig heads but live bait is
also extremely effective.
Wave & Swell Animation

Hurricane Zeta landfall - New Orleans
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Top water action or "Walking the Dog" is all about drawing predatory fish's attention to an easy meal. Color isn't
a huge factor as William explains. He prefers dark lure colors in daylight and lighter colored lures on heavy overcast
days or at night. He recommends providing as much contrast in the water to help draw attention. As important as
contrast is the amount of water you're pushing as you work the lure is equally important. You'll want to bring as
much attention to your bait as possible and that's contrast, commotion, and sound. Many top water lures
incorporate rattles and depending on how many and size you'll get differing rattle sounds.
Lucky Craft makes the Sammy 100, a 4 inch 1/2 ounce weighted top water lure
in an incredible amount of color options. It features double treble hooks and
glass rattles. Its slightly curved body and eye position gives you great top water
performance.

Images courtesy of Lucky Craft

MirrOlureü also makes a number of top water
lures. A common feature of these lures is their
high buoyancy which makes working this lure
easy. MirrOlure'sü line of Pro Dog Jr., She Dog,
She Pup, Top Dog, and Top Dog Jr. are all
weighted at 3/4 oz so casting distance isn't a
problem. Depending on angler's choice lures are
available with low frequency or high frequency
rattles.

Take Aways
- Heavy Overcast or night: Light Colored Lure
- Bright Skies/Clearer Water: Darker Lure
- Colder the water: Slower the retrieve, painfully slow
- Bigger, Slower Baits make the easiest meals with less
energy for a feeding fish in cooler water
- Do research, know the conditions, then consistently fish
an area. Small changes in condition make big differences

4 NOV: I waited for AJ to end school,
then we headed to the Cape Henry
wreck.

Black Sea Bass
to release

Tagged
and
released
Puppy
Drum

Fishing the out going tide using Blue
Crab, we caught Black Sea Bass up to
13 inches, an Oyster Toadfish, a large
American Eel, and a Puppy Drum at 19
inches.
The heart breaker of the trip was a very
large Black Drum AJ fought for over 15
minutes, only to watch it pull the hook
at boat side.
- Alex Perez

19 NOV: Around 9:00 am Bert and I went to Little Creek jetty for speckled trout and puppy drum. Because of all
the rain here and up North, the incoming Bay water was very dirty and thus unfishable. So, we went to Pretty
Lake where the water was fairly clean but we had no bite. When the tide started moving out of pretty lake, we
went back to the jetty again. The water was cleaner with the tide change and it triggered a short bite. We
finished with 4 puppy drum; 1 drum caught by Bert was 25 inches. We also caught a few small speckled trout.
Water temperature was 56 degrees and all the fish were caught on jigs. - Ned Smith

3 NOV: I saw my buddy
Paul Euing fishing from
the dock on a nice
morning and invited him
along.

We caught a lot of
throwbacks and these
nice keepers. The big
boys were nice and fat.
- James Robinson

19 NOV: Fished with Louis Glaser at the jetties
at first but no joy there in the morning, so we
headed to the Pretty Lake.
Started catching puppy drums on a 17MR but
all were around 17 inches. Then I hooked a big
trout. It gave me a good fight pulling drag but it
ended in the net.
It was 20 inches and this made us think we
found a school. No such luck, we caught just
that one so I took it as a club minimum release.
- Dr. James W. Ike Eisenhower

4 Nov: A quick run to the Norfolk Canyon with Jere Humphrey and
Chris Webb aboard my Parker 28. We had very calm seas and made a
quick transit to the Canyon and later to the WWII wreck Ocean Venture.
Conditions were near perfect for deep dropping with very little drift and
calm seas. During the day we saw only one other boat trolling for
pelagics in the distance.
Although the tilefish bite was slow, we boated a nice class of Golden
Tilefish in the 16-25 pound range and a number of Black Belly Rosefish.
Chris even pulled up a keeper Flounder from 550 ft on a 10/0 circle
hook tilefish rig! Jere reeled in a nice Bluefish before we headed west.
We cranked aboard
quite a few undersized
Black Sea Bass on the
wreck but managed to
keep a lot of nice fish.
Sea Bass under 14 inches were measured and tagged for the Virginia
Game Fish Tagging Program and then released at depth with a
descending device.
With good friends and great weather we had a fantastic day on the
water. Many Thanks to Chris and Jere for making it a great trip!
- Will Bransom

4 NOV: Louis Glaser and I fished the Little
Creek targeting striped bass for the first time
this season at sunrise. No one else was out
there for a change. There was no wind so it
was perfect topwater time.
We caught 6 before the bite stopped. They
were 21 to 25 inches, really fat fish. We kept
our limit of one 25 inch striper each.
The blowups on the topwater lures MirrOlure
She Dogs were fantastic. Air temperature was
45° water temperature 57°. Then, we hunted
trout and puppies with lead heads and gulp. We
caught 4 pups about 17 inches and Louis
caught a 25 inch pup that gave him a tough
fight.
It's weird but we haven't caught any trout here
for two weeks but it was a great start of striper season for us.

14 NOV: I went fishing with Louis Glaser and his girlfriend
Hai. It was slow starting since it was just past high tide
when we got there at the jetties. We only caught some
throwbacks. We tried three different places until the
current started to pick up. I managed to hook a keeper
after throwing up current and letting the 27MR drift with
the current for a long moment.
Louis was right behind with his keeper which started us
catching one after another. In about an hour, we hooked
and boated 12 speckled trout between 17-20 inches.
Water temperature then was about 61 degrees and water
depth was 5 feet. That made our day!
- Dr. James W. Ike Eisenhower

6 NOV: Over the weekend, our friends Tom and Sue from
Pennsylvania, who passed their Shamrock Boat along to
me, came to visit.
Although the Shamrock is still waiting on a carburetor
from Holley, we did get out to Striper fish with George
and John from the Coast Guard Auxiliary.
A great time was had by all.
Note: We have been trolling Stretches for several years
with great results but having recently been introduced to
Bandit Deep Divers we are converting.

25 NOV: Good day in the Elizabeth River.
- Jerry Hughes

The Bandits have more wiggle, a louder rattle and are
catching more when fished side by side with the
Stretches. The Stretches cost $10.00 to $12.00 while the
Bandits cost $5.85 to $7.00. Sharing this kind of
information is what makes Norfolk Anglers Club the best.
- Henry Troutner

3 NOV: I fished with Louis Glaser at Little Creek from 2:00 pm to
sunset. We caught a dozen undersized puppies only one 18 inch
released.

But we did witness a SEAL Team practicing the Special
Patrol Insertion/Extraction system with MH-60 helicopters.
So I took this picture which is amazing on my new
Samsung 20S FE cellphone.
Fun time with the puppies and a real life military demonstration to
boot. Great time.

- Louis Glaser and Dr. James W. Ike Eisenhower

1 NOV: After culling a bunch of
small ones, I finally got dinner
before the rain started in the
morning.
- James Robinson

17 NOV: Got a nice one on a cold
morning. - James Robinson

6 Nov: AJ and I did another after school
special to the Cape Henry wreck. Once
again using live Blue Crabs, we may
have found every Oyster Toadfish on
the wreck.

Smiling for Toadfish!

AJ did find one 15 inch Tautog and a handful
or Black Sea Bass to 13 inches. Hoping to
find the Black Drum that got away from him
earlier in the week, AJ did find a smaller Black
Drum at 20 inches. - Alex Perez

AJ and a tagged Black
Drum for release.

Tagged and
released
Tautog

7 NOV: Mike Burton and I tried to hit the JRB for
striper early on a Saturday, but were held up by
heavy fog. We finally arrived at JRB around 11:00 am
and within five minutes had our first short striper. The
weather remained excellent throughout the afternoon
with calm winds and flat seas. We worked the pilings
along the bridge for about four hours before hooking
the second striper, a 26 inch keeper. The fish was full
of tiny silver-side minnows. It was a slow day with
respect to fishing, but once the fog broke - it was a
great day on the water. We stopped by Norfolk
International Terminal (NIT) on the Elizabeth River on
the way home to try 30 minutes of speckled trout and
although that wasn’t “hot” Mike did catch a nice 17
inch that was thrown back.

14 NOV: I had about two hours to hit a spot near NIT on
the Elizabeth River. I paid attention to a recent NAC
presentation and knew it was predicted to be an
“excellent” fishing day.
I caught one fish in the first ten minutes with a small pink
Gulp, then switched to white and it was magic.

In 2 hours, I ended up catching over
60 - mostly small trout (and one spot)
- but the fast action was a load of
fun.
Of the 60 fish, mostly in the 10-12
inch range, I did catch three keepers,
two shown in the photo above.
Interestingly (at least to me) neither of
the two speckled trout I cleaned had
anything in their stomach – explaining
why they were hitting the Gulp so
hard.
I’m watching the solunar tables when
planning trips going forward!
- Mike Davis

22 NOV: Caught this nice speckled trout on a Sunday morning in the
Lynnhaven River with a white/pink tailed Bass Assassin.
- Bob Stuhlman

7 NOV: William Ragulsky and I went wreck fishing off the
Virginia Beach Ocean front. We first trolled the area using a
Drone spoon on a planer and caught two False Albacore. On
the wreck, we began fishing with 2-3 ounce slow pitch jigs,
tipped with and without False Albacore strips. We caught our
limit of Black Sea Bass, along with individual Bluefish, Pinfish,
Almaco Jack, and Triggerfish. It was a beautifully calm day
with intermittent patches of fog. - Alex Perez

First Black Sea
Bass of the
day

Almaco Jack
on a jig

William and his
Warbler!
Tagged and released
Black Sea Bass

21 NOV: Mary, George and I fished with John Curry.
We spent most of the day exploring a new area of
the James River for Red’s, but other then Mary
loosing a pretty nice one, we didn’t have much
success with the Drum. Of course since we have to
go right under the Chuckatuck Bridge, we couldn’t
resist a couple passes for stripers.
George connected with a beautiful 25+ inches.
- Henry Troutner

27 NOV: AJ and I went wreck hopping off the Virginia
Beach ocean front to find we had the same idea as
dozens of other boats. Every wreck we attempted had at
least two boats anchored on it. We finally settled on a
wreck that had no one else attached to it.

20 inch Tautog tagged
and released

AJ and one of his
Black Sea Bass

Fortunately we were able to catch our limit of
Black Sea Bass up to 16 inches before being
joined by other boats. Using live Blue Crab, AJ
was able to catch six Tautog in between the Sea
Bass. - Alex Perez

22 NOV: On a
Sunday, John Curry
and I headed out to
the Chuckatuck
Bridge where we
trolled and drifter
crab and shrimp.
After almost 2 hours
with nothing to show
but a catfish, the
striper bite finally
turned on.

Within 20 minutes,
we had a short and
our 2 keepers, one
was a nice 24+.

Not how tires are
supposed to align!

- Henry Troutner

